We report a verification of the theory of special relativity at a value of y=2. 5&&10 based upon a comparison of electron g-2 measurements at meV and GeV kinetic energies. Specially ere obtain a measure of the equivalence between the quantities y = (1 -P') ' ' and y= -(p/mo)dp/dF'.
-P') ' ' and y= -(p/mo)dp/dF'.
P(E) =P, cos(&E/E, +P,), (2) in which P, is the magnitude of the initial vector polarization, P"of the electron beam before the A recent publication' has pointed out that an experimental test of special relativity is provided by comparing the values of the electron g-factor anomaly a [a=-2~(g-2)] for electrons with different velocities or y values. Special relativity predicts that the value of a should be independent of the electron velocity. Newman 
which preserves the nonrelativistic equivalence of y and y in the limit y l. In order to define a figure of merit, we retain only the leading nonconstant term in Eq. (8). Then for each lepton, g -2 measurements at two values of y suffice to determine C, according to (g( a) g ( 1))/(y( 1) y( a))
for measurements a ' and a ' at y ' and y ', respectively. In Table II 
